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Success 
Tip #3
Sell the Solution, 
Not the Product.

Are you selling the drill bit, 
or the hole it makes?



Financial Crime – Sanctions 
Following the Russian invasion of Ukraine there have been extensive new 
sanctions put in place against Russia, and so it is important that we ensure our 
client screening processes are robust.

Expansive sanctions have been imposed by UK Governments Treasury 
Department (HMT) which have also been echoed across the EU.  Economic 
measures have been implemented to target the infrastructure of the Russian 
financial system.  The sanctions that have been imposed will affect all of 
Russia’s financial Institutions.  This includes preventing Russia’s Central Bank 
from accessing foreign assets abroad, which means it is unable to support 
its currency.  Not only are the sanctions imposed on the financial system but 
individuals too.  This includes limits on deposits held by Russian nationals in the 
UK, US and EU Bank accounts as well as banning the export of a plethora of high-
end and critical technical equipment. 

The sanctions have been described as the largest and most severe economic 
sanctions that Russia have ever seen.  The action that is being taken against Russia 
will significantly limit its ability to use assets to fund its destabilising activities 
and directly target the funds of the Russian president and his associates who he 
depends on, to limit the impact of the current invasion of Ukraine. 

We must ensure that we are not transacting with clients that may be subject to 
the new sanctions, to avoid breaching any of these new sanctions.  Hefty fines 
will be imposed on firms that are found to have violated the sanctions against 
Russia by US and UK governments. 

Whilst we are checking new and existing clients against the latest sanctions 
lists, as a back-up please can you also inform pete.burgess@financeplanning.
co.uk if you have any new or existing clients (full names and dob please) with any 
connection to the following three countries: Russia, Ukraine, Belarus.
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Adverse Credit cases
Adverse Credit cases are amongst those which trip our Key Risk Indicators (KRI) 
and therefore require a check of that aspect of the advice.  However, we see so 
much more chat on What’s App about these cases than we do in the stats which 
are pulled from the Point of Sale systems.  Because of this, when you advise of an 
adverse credit case (for instance missed payments, defaults, CCJs etc) please 
can you inform your Sales Manager so that a quick check of the advice can be 
conducted – thank you.  Please also be aware that many of these cases may also 
fall under the “potentially vulnerable” category and so you may also need to tick 
that section of the fact find and cover it off with a couple of sentences, too.

Analysis of Q1 Suspicious Activity Referrals
We have received 29 SARs in Q1, and with lenders seeing a continued rise in 
fraudulent applications, we urge everyone to be vigilant in trying to detect 
anything about an individual’s situation or paperwork that might require further 
explanation or clarification.  Please do challenge your clients.  By far, the most 
common issue for lenders is staged income and/or fabricated documentation, 
and we are no different.  Here is a breakdown of our most recent 29 SARs:

• Staged Income concerns – 15 instances
• Below Market Value concerns – 5 instances
• Tax Evasion – 3 instances 
• Fraud – 3 instances 
• Deposit fraud – 2 instances
• Mortgage Scheme Abuse – 1 instance

To elaborate on those cases of staged income, they vary from documents not 
matching, to recent changes in jobs or employment status, to unusually large 
recent pay rises.  It is so important to carefully examine the paperwork, question 
the client, don’t be afraid to ask for extra documents, and please do report all of 
your suspicions (even when you have already decided not to transact).

Analysis of Q1 Breaches
A breach is where an internal or external process or rule is broken or not followed 
correctly, and it is important that these are recorded so we can analyse them 
and make improvements to processes to minimise their reoccurrence in the 
future.  Where a breach is recorded against you, please ensure you understand 
why is has occurred so you can look to prevent it from happening again. 

Here are the most common types of the 27 breaches we have recorded in Q1:

Mortgage or Protection Reasons Why Letter not issued within 10 working days.
Documents not uploaded to the Point of Sale system to support the sale.
Protection Aims & Views not completed. 
Document emailed to wrong recipient.



Vulnerable Customers – a reminder
This is a further reminder of the need to be recording any potentially vulnerable 
persons on your fact find and to then include a brief statement of why they 
are vulnerable and of any steps or measures you have taken to mitigate their 
vulnerable circumstances, where appropriate.  You might recall from the re-
validation workshops back in December that the FCA has data which suggests 
up to 53% of the population could be vulnerable.  

This is how the FCA break down vulnerability into four key areas, and it is 
important that we understand these areas:

Heath – health conditions or illnesses that affect the ability to carry out day-to-
day tasks

Life Events – major life events such as job loss, bereavement or a relationship 
breakdown, for example;

Resilience – low ability to withstand emotional or financial shock

Capability – low knowledge of financial matters or low confidence in managing 
money.  Could also be low capability in other areas such as literacy or digital skills.

If you feel you’d like to know more about identifying potentially vulnerable 
customers, and how to approach various situations, then please contact Pete 
Burgess.

Update from AMI on “Relationships with Estate Agency”
The Association of Mortgage Intermediaries (AMI) has highlighted that social 
media has recently been populated by Mortgage Brokers challenging alleged 
poor practice in some estate agencies.  Claims have included pressure being 
applied to use the estate agent’s broker, offers not being passed to vendors and 
limitations on viewings if the “in-house” broker is not being used.
 
A difficulty is getting consumers to speak out as they are concerned over losing 
their dream house or potentially being excluded by some firms.
 
AMI therefore thought it might be helpful to set out the rules as they understand 
them.
 
It is incumbent on estate agents to verify the identity of a purchaser and to 
establish both the source of funds and any borrowing required to allow the offer 
to be fulfilled.  However, there has to be care exercised where the estate agent 
considers passing the due diligence to their in-house or connected mortgage 
adviser.  In that situation the “broker” is acting for the estate agency and the 
vendor, and this should be transparent.  If the estate agency then wishes to 
market the services they can offer to the purchaser to obtain them a mortgage 



they should go through proper separation of the roles and issue their relevant 
disclosure documentation – they are then acting for the purchaser and should 
no longer act for the vendor.
 
The rules on what an estate agent, their staff and any connected parties can do is 
clearly set out in their Code of Practice.  Some of these are legal requirements and 
other aspects agreed industry practice.  All estate agents must have established 
complaints procedures and consumers have the right to refer their complaint 
to The Property Ombudsman or The Property Redress Scheme (dependent 
on which redress scheme the estate agent belongs to).  Most agents display on 
their website which one they belong to.
 
You can google The Property Ombudsman code to read it in full.  But it can be 
seen at Sections 8, 9, and 10 of The Property Ombudsman Code that the rules 
are clear.  Where brokers encounter poor practice, AMI suggest that they refer the 
estate agent and their staff to the Code of Practice.  Where consumers feel they 
are not being dealt with fairly they should make complaints to the agent, their 
main office and The Property Ombudsman or The Property Redress Scheme, 
if appropriate.  Such complaints are better with details including names, dates, 
times and values if possible.
 
Where there are significant breaches, it is also possible to pursue these through 
the Local Trading Standards Office, who have the power to fine agents or remove 
their ability to trade. In AMI’s discussions with trading standards professionals, 
they consider that it would be unlikely for a seller of a property to place restrictions 
on who can view or offer on their property. Prepared forms that limit such would 
be considered as being invoked by the estate agent, not the consumer and 
therefore potentially invalid.  Such restrictions are more likely to be suggested 
by an estate agent which would not meet the general code principles.
 
AMI remains interested in details of cases of poor practice and they are working 
closely with Propertymark (the trade membership body for estate agents).



Here are a few highlights from our protection providers.  Please ensure you refer 
to the array of provider emails for all updates.  There are many more updates 
from insurers promoting their products and best practices.

LV= GI.
The new LV= GI portal is now active and should be used (instead of L&G GI 
Connect or L&G GI Smart Quote) for your GI applications.  There are some small 
differences between the old L&G product features, and the new LV= GI product.  
We have uploaded the documents highlighting these changes to the Knowledge 
Hub website.

Uinsure – a new GI Insurer add to our Panel
The latest insurer to join our panel is Uinsure for their GI products.  With Uinsure 
you are able to quote in 3 questions, apply in 60 seconds, and their set-up is 
akin to Paymentshield where they have a number of leading insurers all quoting 
to underwrite their one product!  You should have already received an email to 
register with them.  Please watch the webinar we recorded on 18th March 2022 
for future information.  

GI Commission
Just a reminder of the commission terms offered by our 3 GI insurers on panel:

LV=GI   50% upfront and 10% on each renewal.
Paymentshield 27.5% upfront and 27.5% on each renewal.
Uinsure  27.5% upfront and 27.5% at each renewal.

Also, please remember we are unable to commission sacrifice on GI products 
anymore (but we can still do so on life products).

L&G.
L&G have improved the underwriting process whereby Advisers can now 
complete an electronic Declaration of Health for our clients, thus eliminating 
delays and getting clients covered quicker.  L&G has a short video on its website 
on how it works.
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Aviva
This insurer has made a number of changes to its underwriting, including the 
improvement of non-medical limits (fewer clients needing medical evidence 
purely on age), and the insuring of people who have recently had Covid (as soon 
as their symptoms have gone).

Guardian
Please do watch the recorded webinar with Hayley Young of Guardian, recorded 
on 25th March 2022, as it provides some great information about the Guardian 
CIC product which is our currently preferred route.  Hayley also makes a very 
good case for perhaps recommending life cover on the basis of the quality of 
cover, over cost, too.

Also, please note that Hayley has been promoted to National Sales Manager at 
Guardian and so our new BDM and first point-of-contact for Guardian is Sarah 
Ellis on 07741 646968 or sarah.ellis@guardianfs.co.uk 

AIG
This insurer has improved its Children’s CIC offering and reduced the cost of this 
add-on benefit.

Scottish Widows
This insurer has reminded us of their contact details.  Sara.tuscher@
scottishwidows.co.uk and 07385 364351, and then don.okane@scottishwidows.
co.uk and 0345 030 6577 ext 1480021.  Or their underwriting team are on 
protect@scottishwidows.co.uk or 0345 030 6240 option 2.

Protection Guru – 2022 Product Ratings
Our friends at Protection Guru have completed their annual assessment of all 
insurers’ products and have allocated each product benefit with a measure of 
gold, silver or bronze.  They have also provided overall product awards on the 
same basis.  We encourage you all to log in to Protection Guru and spend some 
time understanding the 2022 Product Ratings as this may help you in providing 
the best possible outcomes for your protection customers.  (Sorry, but there is 
too much information to provide you with any kind of useful summary.)



In this mortgage update we are minimising the number of product or specific 
criteria changes as you can review these from the vast array of emails you 
receive from lenders each day.

MOLO
The latest lender to develop a long-term fixed-rate product, with their FlexLife 
Mortgage providing fixed rates from 15 to 40 years!

NatWest – (RBS re-mortgages)
A reminder that we are unable to re-mortgage existing RBS clients to NatWest.  
When reviewing the expiry of a fixed rate product, any RBS clients need to be re-
mortgaged away from that Group completely.

Paragon
We have a new Regional Sales Manager at Paragon who is Helen Mountain.  Helen 
can be contacted on 07711 756068 or helen.mountain@paragonbank.co.uk 

Homes for Ukrainians
Halifax have confirmed that their mortgage customers will not need to notify 
them if they provide support to any Ukrainian refugees in their own home.  We 
suspect most other lenders will adopt a similar stance regarding their customer’s 
homing Ukrainian refugees.  However, as Coventry have also confirmed this is 
ok with them, but that they need to be informed first, we should be advising all 
clients to check with their lender that they are happy.  And to also check with the 
client’s home insurance provider.

Nationwide 
When Nationwide recently increased their rates for their new Helping Hand 
product, they also amended the criteria slightly too.  In case you missed the 
criteria change you now need a minimum income of £37k (sole) or £55 (joint) 
and all incomes (except self-employed income) can still be included.

Nationwide also have a new Deposit Unlock product for first time buyers and 
home movers looking to borrow 90% to 95% LTV when buying a new build home.  
Please check the NFI website for full details.
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Santander
This lender has updated its Accountant Certificate which can be downloaded 
from their intermediary website.

Accord 
In the latest of their Growth Series publications, Accord have provided an 
economic update concerning the “state of the unpredictable market”.  Lots of 
relevant information gisted into just a couple of minutes reading-time.

Bespoke – Platinum 
This lender has created an exclusive service for their Bespoke products, and we 
are included in this new service offering.  See below for details:

MPowered Mortgages 
A reminder that MPowered Mortgages are a recent addition to our lender panel.  
We are piloting their new products.  Please ensure you are registered, and ideally 
please watch the recorded webinar on our Knowledge Hub website, if you didn’t 
attend one of the live launch sessions in early March.  MPowered Mortgages are 
currently providing BTL Offers within 4 hours, and residential Offers within 36 
hours!  

M Powered Mortgages have also recently removed the valuation fee from their 
products too.

Reliance Bank
Another new lender to the panel is Reliance Bank and, like M Powered, you’ll start 
to see their products competitively priced on your sourcing systems.

Generation Home
This innovative lender has now extended its product range to 95% LTV on both 



houses and flats.  Please refer to our BDM, Sarah Courtnage, for full details.

Mortgage Brain sourcing
We have been working with Mortgage Brain for an up-front filter to remove 
“green mortgages” where it is known the property doesn’t fit the criteria.  Whilst 
we wait for Mortgage Brain to make some system changes to accommodate this 
request, they have provided us with a temporary fix.  The manual work-around 
is to source as normal to get your sourcing list of lenders displayed, then select 
“Advance Filter”, then find the “Notes” column and type in “Green” – next to the 
box there is a “Key” symbol – it then has a drop down box, please select “doesn’t 
contain”.  All the Green products will disappear as soon as you select this.  See 
screen shot below:
 

Also, Mortgage Brain have now integrated both Affordability Brain and Criteria 
Brain into their Mortgage Sourcing software.  This means that your sourcing list 
could be reduced to just those lenders who meet the criteria or affordability 
of the case, and the supporting documents will then be saved to your case 
automatically, along with the ESIS and product selection report, etc.  We have 
previously communicated a link to a 15 minute webinar showing you how this 
integration works.

Shawbrook 
As we all hopefully know by now, from 2025 newly rented properties may require 
an EPC rating of C or above.  In this respect Shawbrook have produced a document 
which can be used/shared with landlords, which is entitled “confronting the EPC 
challenge”.



perf   

Protection 
Well done to Paul Gent on maintaining top 
spot on the protection league table for 
March.  As a reminder, please don’t be putting 
of those important protection discussions 
with your clients.

PAUL GENT   31
ROB CHART   25
MATT STEPHENS  16
Scott Sutton   16
Stuart Hunnisett  12
Lucy Diton   12
Philip Smith   11
Jane Hutchinson  10
Simon Maskell  10

Mortgages 
Well done to Rob Chart who is back on 
top spot on the mortgage league table for 
March.

ROB CHART   38
DAN FLETCHER  36
PHILIP SMITH  27
Karen Looker   24
Paul Ripley   21
Andy Poustie   20
Stuart Hunnisett  20
Paul Gent   20
Dan Mules   19
David Little   17
Scott Sutton   17
Carrie Millin   15
Joanne Pope   15
Paul Goodey   15
David Wise   14
Carl Thorne   14
Daniel Walsh   14
Wilma Morton  14
Jim Maye   14
Peter Stickley  14
Cathy Rafferty  12
Graham Morris  12
Jack Savory   12
Phil James   12
Trevor Farley   12
Craig Thomas  11
Claire Lipscomb  11
Martin Ecroyd  11
Chris Herrett   10
Mathew Holloway  10 
Toby Quanstrom  10
Richard Lucy   10
Richard Owen  10
 

March 2022

Congratulations to everyone who has featured in either of these league tables for March 
– a tremendous effort all round.  As a reminder, please do ensure that you get your cases 
loaded on to your Point of Sale system as soon as possible – thank you.

rmance

Spread of Lenders and Insurers

And now for something slightly different, we 
are recognising the Advisers who have used 
the most number of different lenders or 
insurers in Q1 2022.

Mortgages
Phil Smith   16
Paul Gent   15
Claire Lipscombe  15

Insurers
Rob Chart   10
Jane Hutchinson  7
Paul Gent   7



millionaire club
Mortgages 

Dan Mules   £6,000,000
Paul Goodey   £2,140,754
Tim Dock   £1,920,999
PAUL GOODEY  £1,640,999
PAUL GOODEY  £1,538,495
David Wise   £1,520,000
Dan Walsh   £1,500,999 
DAVID WISE  £1450,528
CRAIG THOMAS  £1,388,415
Claire Lipscomb  £1,300,199
Phoebe Shepherd  £1,275,000
Craig Thomas  £1,250,000
David Wise   £1,200,000
Paul Goodey   £1,187,870
MATTHEW HOLLOWAY £1,170,000
David Brown   £1,170,000
David Brown   £1,061,500

Protection

Karen Mills   £3,826,999
Karen Mills   £2,494,745
Claire Lipscomb  £1,119,000

Each year we create three honorary members in recognition for writing the largest 
single piece of business in each of  core activities. We will leave these on display to 
remind us of how high we set the bar in the previous year.

Honorary member hall of fame

Dan Mules  £6,650,000  Mortgage  2021
Phil Thomas  £2,151,800  Protection  2021
Sarah Hope  £3,600,000  Investment  2021

Congratulations to all that joined the millionaire club!



FPG Zoom Meetings
Dan and Mark continue to host the weekly zoom meetings, at 4pm on a 
Monday, to help bring you up-to-speed with latest industry developments and 
lender/insurer presentations.  They’re a great way to also help with your CPD 
requirements, and if you cannot attend a meeting, then you can always watch it 
at your convenience on our Knowledge Hub #Hangouts.

Please also watch out for our ad hoc Wednesday morning webinars too.

And last, but by no means least…..
And finally we bid a sad farewell to Phil Vincent who has retired as a Sales Manager.  
I’m sure you’ll join us in wishing Phil a very long, happy and healthy retirement.  
Take care mate!

 

and finally


